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TITLE INTERNSHIP: CentralPoint
2-LINER description: Build a lightweight single-sign-on-application that can support both username +
password as social media log ins (Facebook, LinkedIn, GitHub, Google, …). This central SSO
application will centrally authenticate the microservices-based intranet landscape of ToThePoint.
EXTRA INFO:
•

Description of the task
• Within ToThePoint we use a whole array of applications (self-contained systems) that
are all integrated with the frontend and are supported within our ToThePoint intranet
• These applications will all use their own authentication procedure with standard
username and password. We want those applications to handle the authentication
through a single-sign-on platform so we can enhance the user experience and also
differentiate between users within our multiple applications.
• Your main assignment during this internship will be the creation of a lightweight
authentication-platform (both design and development), from which both log in
methods are supported.
• This platform should also be self-contained.

•

Goals
• Functional analysis
• Design of a responsive UI
• Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems
architecture (Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scsarchitecture.org)
• The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline.
•

Deployment with Docker on a Google cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

•

What will you learn?
• You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end
enterprise-grade production-ready web application.
• You will gain knowledge and experience in Docker
• Real-world knowledge about and experience with Kubernetes and Google Cloud
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production

•

What do you need?
• You have a shown interest in a challenging but very educational assignment
• You have basic knowledge of Java and have an eagerness to learn Spring Boot
(from us)
• You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
• You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relative limited time period.

•

Location of your assignment:
o Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

•

Your mentor during the assignment
• Steven Heyninck – Business Unit Manager ToThePoint

•

Technologies you will be using
o Java
o Spring Boot
o Spring Security
o OAuth2
o OpenID Connect
o Docker
o Kubernetes
o Google Cloud

[EntryPoint – application for managing internships]
2-LINER description: Development of a web application that enables the client to follow up on
internships. All stages of the enboarding will be covered: from ideation, to submitting a proposal, to
confirming their internships to following up on the candidates, as well as the follow up of the effective
internship + evaluation phase.
Description of the assignment
•

•
•
•
Goals

We from ToThePoint suggest a series of yearly internship ideas that are then submitted to
different high school and/or colleges. Each internship track has its own lifecycle with its own
stages. An internship starts from an idea, which then will be streamlined iteratively (research,
writing, proposal, validation, …) and is then admitted in the application.
Once the proposals are admitted, there will be a flow of student registrations that are reacting
to these proposals.
Typically we invite each of the candidates for a talk to discuss the assignment and to check if
the candidate has correctly understood the task and double check their interests and
expectations of the assignment.
Once the internship has started, we would also like to follow up on the intern and we would
like to facilitate that follow up with the EntryPoint application you are going to develop.

Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems architecture
(Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scs-architecture.org)
• The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
• Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster
What will you get?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
You will gain knowledge and experience in Docker
Real-world knowledge about and experience with Kubernetes and Google Cloud
That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production

What do you need?
•
•
•
•

You have an interest in a real-world challenge within a next-level microservices environment
You have basic knowledge of Java and have an eagerness to learn Spring Boot (from us)
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relative limited time period.

Location of your assignment:
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

Your mentor during the assignment
•

Steven Heyninck – Business Unit Manager ToThePoint

Technologies you will be using
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
VueJS
Docker
Kubernetes
Google Cloud
Kafka

GamePoint - Build a gamification engine
2-LINER description: Analyze, design and build a gamification engine that can host games,
leaderboards and rewards that is also provided with an API which other applications can use to
integrate it into their own gamification functionalities.
[Description of the assignment]
•

•
•

[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•

At ToThePoint we’re always running some kinds of competitions. These range from
• Who can post the most read article within 30 days?
• Who has shared the most-liked work related foto on Instagram?
• Who can design the best-looking flyer for our next event
• etc
Each of these competitions is linked to a certain application within our ToThePoint intranet.
These applications post relevant messages to a Kafka message bus on which these events
can be consumed by interested ‘customers’
One of these ‘customers’ is a gamification engine. This engine will subscribe to the events
that contribute to the scoring on one or more of these competitions and it will use this data to
grant karma to the person that initiated the event. By doing this, we want to keep track of the
scoring and use this data to visualize it in a leaderboard. We also want to use a REST api to
make the data public for external consumption outside the gamification engine. Each
competition should be able to be initiated inside the gamification engine, followed up upon
and finish with t he correct awards attributed to the correct winner.
Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems architecture
• (Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scs-architecture.org)
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
• You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
• You will gain knowledge and experience about Kafka (the high throughout message bus
behind LinkedIn)
• You will gain knowledge and experience about Docker
• Real-world knowledge about and experience with Kubernetes and Google Cloud
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production
[What do you need?]
• Interest in a challenging but informative assignment
• Basic knowledge of Java (and optionally Spring Boot or the will to learn)
• You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
• You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period
[Location of the assignment]
• Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich
[Your mentor]
• Steven Heyninck – Business Unit Manager ToThePoint
[Technologies you will be using]
• Java
• Spring Boot
• Vue.js
• Docker
• Kubernetes
• Google Cloud
• Kafka

GoBonkersWithIoT – Show your most creative IoT side
2-LINER Description: Show your creativitiy, knowledge and skill in one domain of your choice (office
improvement, automobile, home security) using Arduino’s, Raspberry Pi’s, a cloud backend and
messaging technologies such as MQTT and Kafka.
Description of the assignment
At ToThePoint we greatly appreciate eachothers creativity and aspiration to realize fantastic
new ideas. In this fashion we recently created a scalable video wall with 54 (!) gaming
keyboards of which we can control its individual RGB led lights through Kafka to showcase
foto’s and video streaming. What’s better is its ability to even ‘look’ at you and respond to
movement, sounds or the simple press of its buttons (a.k.a. ‘pixels’). At the source of these
ideas are purely creative ideas that come into realization within ToThePoint.
• We want to spark the same creativity from within you when we invite you to start working with
microcontrollers, start using a cloud backend from which you can build and deploy your
services, explore different messaging infrastructures (Lora, Kafka, MQTT, …) to surprise us
with an impressive marriage of hardware and software in which IoT, (Big) sensor data, edge
computing and backend (stream) processing play a major role. The application area of your
creation is free to choose by you.
Doelstellingen
•

•
•
•
•

You will design an IoT architecture with equal attention for hardware, energy, scalability on
the software side.
Development of a backend business logic
Development of a hardware prototype
Let your creativity roam

What will you gain?
•
•
•
•

You will learn to start prototyping to eliminate beginner mistakes
Real time data captation and processing
The ability to explore the possibilities and limitations of sensors
That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will actually be used to create a product, if
you are capable of delivering something interesting enough

What do you need?
•
•
•
•
•

Creativity and the will to succeed
A motivated personality that can handle setbacks
You see the bigger picture when it comes to making software and hardware work together
You want to learn everything about real-time data and stream processing
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

Location of your assignment:
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

Your mentor during the assignment
•

Steven Heyninck – Business Unit Manager ToThePoint

Technologies you will be using
•
•
•
•
•

Microcontrollers
Spring Boot
Cloud backend
Messaging infrastructure
You fill in the rest!

MatchPoint – build an application to host competitions with
2-LINER Description: Design and develop an application to host tournaments/competitions with and
keep track of the scores in a leaderboard with an exposed api for external access.
Description of the assignment
•

•
•
•
•

At ToThePoint we regularly host game tournaments. We’ve built our own (Machine learning)
arcade system on which we can play a multitude of all-time classics (such as Pac Man, Mortal
Kombat, Streetfighter, etc.). But because we are consultants, we are not always on premise.
This is why we’ve built a TetriNet server so we can engage our more distant colleagues in this
tournament just as if they were present.
Each tournament exists of 1 or multiple games, with multiple participants, that all need to be
invited (and/or challenged!). So we need a system to keep track of the scores.
We’d like to have a multitude of scoringmechanisms ready.
An external API should enable us to use the collected data for updating the leaderboard, our
website content, tweets, etc.
Your assignment will be the design and development oif an application that we can host
competitions with (both online and offline). We want to keep track of the scores that we can
use in our leaderboards using the above mentioned API.

[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•

Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems architecture
(Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scs-architecture.org)
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
•
•
•
•

You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
You will gain knowledge and experience in Docker
Real-world knowledge about and experience with Kubernetes and Google Cloud
That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production

[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•

You have an interest in a real-world challenge within a next-level microservices environment
You have basic knowledge of Java and have an eagerness to learn Spring Boot (from us)
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relative limited time period.

[Location of the assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

Steven Heyninck – Business Unit Manager ToThePoint

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
Vue.js
• PWA’s
• Service Workers
Docker
Kubernetes

MyPointExactly – Architectural design and development of an Intranet site
2 LINER description: You will be responsible for creating an architectural design and the development
of an integrated intranet website, with authentication through social logins (Google, Facebook and
LinkedIn), hosted in a Docker container on a Google Cloud Kubernetes cluster
[Description of your assignment]
•

•
•
•

At ToThePoint we use a whole array of applications for our staff members to use. All of them
use their own backend business logic, datastore and frontend user interface, which are all
independently deployed. This means that every application is a (set of) microservice(s), or
better even: a self-contained system (see Stefan Tilkov’s SCS architecture for more details:
http://scs-architecture.org/links.html)
To integrate all of these applications within one intranet, we need these self-contained
systems to be linked to the user interface (because usually the microservice architecture
integration are integrated in the backend).
This is why we see the intranet as one big integrated environment for the end user. But it is
actually a collection of multiple independent systems that are thoughtfully working together.
Your assignment during this internship will be twofold. On the one hand you will look for ways
to create the abovementioned composite UI (using transclusion; using Varnish to utilize edge
side includes,…). On the other hand you will create the implementation of it based on the
hands-on experiences and careful consideration of all the pro and contra’s during
development.

[Goals]
•
•
•

Research- and realisation of a composite UI for a multitude of independent applications
Implementation of different possible solutions after careful deliberation
A conclusion based on pro’s and con’s of different possibilities.

[What will you gain?]
•
•
•
•

Architectural knowledge about self-contained systems
Knowledge and experience with transclusion
Knowledge and experience with edge side includes (ESI)
Relevant experience in a real-world prevalent and much discussed topic

[What do you need]
•
•

Interest in an intensive and challenging assignment in a microservices environment
The will to learn a heck of a ton in a relatively short period of time

[Location of the assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

Johan Siebens – Business Unit Manager OnTheSpot / Tech Lead

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•

Transclusion
Edge side includes
Varnish
Whatever more your research throws at your feet

OnPoint – build a content curation platform
2-LINER Description: Design and build a content curation platform on which we can find, share and
distribute interesting internet content by means of crawling and processing of streaming feeds by
using smart matching algorithms.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•
[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•
•

We love sharing interesting content with our followers on many social media channels and
our own website. This content is typically produced by our own staff. But we also follow
technically oriented websites, specialized blogs and sector related news.
To enable our staff to follow up on the multitude of available news in an efficient manner, we’d
like to develop a content curation platform.
Ideally we want to assign relevancy scores to the different types of content using machine
learning.
It’s your assignment to develop such a smart application.
Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of a backend business logic
Development of a machine learning model to initiate content-matching and relevancy scoring
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
• You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
• You will gain knowledge and experience in Machine Learning
• You will gain experience in natural language processing
• You will gain knowledge and experience with Docker
• You will gain real-life knowledge and experience with Kubernetes and google Cloud
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production
[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•
•

Interest in a challenging but informative assignment
Basic knowledge of Java (and optionally Spring Boot or the will to learn)
You like to learn about big data and stream processing
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

[Your mentor]
•

Kevin Smeyers – Technical lead Machine Learning

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
VueJS
Docker
Kubernetes
Google Cloud
Kafka
H20 / Spark / Tensorflow

PointGuard – Management of skills and certificates
2-LINER description: Analyze and build a web application on which employees can manage their
skills and certificates. Both the ones they already achieved as the ones they aspire, with the goal of
helping the managers to provide necessary training.
[Description of the assignment]
•

•
•
•
•

Our ToThePoint colleagues are on a path of continuous self-improvement. This translates to
a mind-set of continuous self-study but also the possibility to participate in external
workshops, receive extra education but also the hosting of internal training sessions and
possible attendance at important conferences and fairs.
We’d like to digitally map the skill-sets of our colleagues, and additionally follow up on their
needs to participate in extra trainings and provide this where needed.
Using the application you’ll be building: we can follow up on the certificates, examinations and
registrations thereof.
Interest in- and participation of certain job fairs and conferences should also be followed up
upon digitally.
Our employees should be able to manage this application by self-service. The unit managers
will follow up and handle the needs and wishes of the employees.

Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of a backend business logic
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
• You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
• You will gain knowledge and experience with Docker
• You will gain real-life knowledge and experience with Kubernetes and google Cloud
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production
[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•
•

Interest in a challenging but informative assignment
Basic knowledge of Java (and optionally Spring Boot or the will to learn)
You like to learn about big data and stream processing
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

[Your mentor]
•

Steven Heyninck – Business unit manager ToThePoint

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
VueJS
Docker
Kubernetes
Google Cloud
Kafka

PointInTime – management of upcoming events and registrations
2-LINER description: Analyze and build a web application that is a part of the ToThePoint intranet, on
which we can manage upcoming events and registrations.
[Description of the assignment]
•

•
•

At ToThePoint we regularly host events. Whether they are a next meetup (e.g. VueJS
Antwerp) or a monthly knowledge sharing session, conference or hackaton, … They all share
similar properties (such as location, date and time, optional subjects, speakers, …) and
typically they require registrations because the possible number of attendees is limited.
Organizing such events is generally done in multiple steps. For example, the booking of a
location has multiple possibilities (possibly based on pricing, size of the venue or number of
attendees, …) until finally one can be picked.
Your assignment will be the creation of an application on which we can organize and manage
the events during their lifecycle.

[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•

Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems architecture
• (Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scs-architecture.org)
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
• You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
• You will gain knowledge and experience with Docker
• You will gain real-life knowledge and experience with Kubernetes and google Cloud
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production
[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•
•

Interest in a challenging but informative assignment
Basic knowledge of Java (and optionally Spring Boot or the will to learn)
You like to learn about big data and stream processing
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

[Your mentor]
•

Steven Heyninck – Business unit manager ToThePoint

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
VueJS
Docker
Kubernetes
Google Cloud
Kafka

TalkingPoint – build a digital idea suggestion box
2-LINER description: Analyze and build a digital idea- and suggestions box in which ideas and
suggestions can be selected using an up-and downvoting system.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•

Our ToThePoint employees have made their hobby their work, which means we are
constantly receiving creative ideas to start working with new technologies. Therefore we need
a way to prioritize certain ideas so we can have some sleep from time to time ;)
To structurize and fine-tune the ideas, add budgeting and finally initiate a voting poll we’re
looking to build an application to help us get the most out of this creative pool of crazy
Pointers.

[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•

Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems architecture
• (Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scs-architecture.org)
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
• You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
• Knowledge and experience with Kafka (the high throughput message bus behind LinkedIn)
• You will gain knowledge and experience with Docker
• You will gain real-life knowledge and experience with Kubernetes and google Cloud
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production
[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interest in a challenging but informative assignment
Basic knowledge of Java (and optionally Spring Boot or the will to learn)
You like to learn about big data and stream processing
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You’de like to experience messaging and event driven architectures
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

[Your mentor]
•

Steven Heyninck – Business unit manager ToThePoint

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
VueJS
Docker
Kubernetes
Google Cloud
Kafka

TurningPoint – Design and develop a self-driving obstacle avoiding vehicle
2-LINER description: Design and develop a self-driving & obstacle-avoiding vehicle, fitted with
sensors and real-time management from a cloud-hosted backend.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•
•
•
[Goals]
•
•
•
•

This internship is focused on processing incoming data from sensors (distance, obstacledetection, IR distance, etc.) to generate input on which the self-driving ‘vehicle’ can receive its
instructions
We imagine this vehicle as a platform of max 30cm x 30cm that is fitted with wheels, motors
and a ton of sensors.
Eventually your vehicle will be used (outside the scope of this internship) on top of a smart
trashcan (see TrashBeat internship for more details) so we create a smart trash management
system
To realize all this, the vehicle will be loaded with all necessary sensors. It will be driven by a
motor. This will all be part of your assignment.
Your biggest challenge will be the real-time processing of the sensor data to send it over to
the driver input management system in a timely fashion.
The goal of this assignment will be the delivery of an effective working prototype of both the
hardware platform as well as the basic obstacle-avoidance model that in combination can
deliver a payload throughout our offices to its endpoint.
Design an IoT architecture with attention for both hardware, energy as scalability of the
software.
Development of a hardware prototype
Development of a backend business logic
Iterative buildup of a basic obstacle-avoidance machine learning model

[What will you gain]
You will learn to prototype and adjust minor errors
You will learn real-time data captation and processing
You will explore all kinds of possibilities of different sensors
You will gain knowledge and experience in designing and producting a machine learning
solution
• That lovely feeling you’ll get knowing your product will in effect contribute to a neater trash
management system. It will effectively be used in our offices!
[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Creativity and the will to succeed
A motivated personality that can handle setbacks
You see the bigger picture when it comes to making software and hardware work together
You want to learn everything about real-time data and stream processing
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your monitor]
•

Kevin Smeyers – Technical lead machine learning ToThePoint

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•

Microcontrollers
Cloud backend
Messaging infrastructuur
Spark en MLLib

Building a reinforcement learning simulation of the smart autonomous trash bin.
2-Liner description: In another internship we are building a prototype of smart trashcan with necessary
sensors to check if it needs to be emptied. When it is time to be emptied it should place itself in a
central position for the cleaning personnel to handle.
[Description of the assignment]
• The aim of this internship is to build the office in a gaming environment (Unity) and then use
reinforcement learning to make the autonomous drive to the central position where the
cleaning personnel can pick it up.
[Goals]
• The autonomous drive itself should be challenging enough to cope with moving objects and
displacement of objects, such as chairs that get in its trajectory or a person walking by.
[What will you gain?]
• Learn how to design an end-to-end data processing pipeline
• AND put this in production
• Gain knowledge about steam processing
• Gain knowledge and experience in machine learning
• You will get to know Hadoop
• You will gain experience in powerful visualization libraries such as D3.js
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be effectively used in production
[What do you need]
• You have a shown interest in a challenging but instructive assignment
• You’d like to explore Machine Learning and stream processing techniques
o Using Spark, Python or Scala does not scare you at all
• You know what ReactJS is, or are eager to learn
• You like to learn about data visualization
• You like to learn a heck of a lot on a relatively short period of time
[Location of your assignment]
• Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich
[Your mentor]
• Kevin Smeyers – Technical Lead Machine Learning
[Technologies you’ll be using]

•
•
•
•

Reinforcement Learning
Unity
Tensorflow
Python

Deep Learning - image recognition
2-Liner description: We want you to build image recognition agent that is capable of recognizing the
mortal Kombat character while it is being used real-time in a game of mortal Kombat.
[Description of the assignment]
• At ToThePoint we like to build proof of concepts based on gamification.
So we've built an arcade cabinet from scratch by ourselves with machine learning capabilities
using IoT.
• We trained a machine learning model that can predict which game is being played on the
machine solely through button and joystick usage data.
• Once deployed in the cloud, this model is able to make real-time predictions while somebody
is playing on the machine using stream processing.
We started capturing data of the button and joystick usage while gaming. Thus our fun project
ToTheArcade was born.
[Goals]
• At this moment we can make predictions on 8 games that rank the highest looking at
popularity.
• One of those games is Mortal Kombat. We would like to measure to popularity of each
character so that we can build a profile of the user that is currently playing the game.
• We want you to build image recognition agent that is capable of recognizing the mortal
kombat character while it is being used real-time in a game of mortal kombat.
• This character recognition can then be used as extra feature in our global solution of our PoC.
[What will you gain]
• The result of the exercise is a methodology, model and production ready agent that can be
used for other games (e.g: streetfighter) using transfer learning.
• The project can be extended on other games and scores to build up a profile of the user
currently playing.
[What do you need]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creativity and the will to succeed
A motivated personality to keep pushing until you find the right solution
You’d love to see hardware and software working together
You love to explore real-time data and stream processing
You acknowledge that an exciting time is ahead with machine learning applications
You’re looking forward to learning a heck of a lot in a relatively short time period

[Technologies you’ll be using]
• Machine Learning
• Python
• Java
• Deep learning framework (e.g. tensorflow, keras…)
• Other:
o Apache kafka
o Kubernetes
o Docker
o Flask - Rest API

FlashPoint – build a realtime sentiment analysis processing pipeline
2-LINER Description: Design and develop a real-time processing pipeline and dashboard for the
sentiment analysis of tweets and posts about our companies.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•

About ToThePoint and our subcompanies (OnTheSpot, OneDot and ZeroSum) is regularly
tweeted about on many channels. We want to check these posts for sentiment analysis so we
can have a visual map about how favorable or unfavorable these messages were.
We want to both check Facebook and Twitter messages where certain hashtags/keywords
are used and we want to ‘catch’ events on a Kafka message bus (LinkedIn) for further
processing.
After the pre-processing of the collected events, we want to stock the messages on a Hadoop
backend so we can initiate a sentiment analysis on these messages. Thereafter we want to
visualize this sentiment analysis on our giant leaderboard screen in our offices.
Your assignment is the design and build of this challenge

[Goals]
•
•
•
•

Iteratively design and develop a machine learning model
Develop a data processing pipeline
o Pre-processing steps
o Sentiment analysis
Put into production your application
Build a live real-time visualization of the results you’ve found

[What will you gain?]
• Learn how to design an end-to-end data processing pipeline
• AND put this in production
• Gain knowledge about steam processing
• Gain knowledge and experience in machine learning
• You will get to know Hadoop
• You will gain experience in powerful visualization libraries such as D3.js
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be effectively used in production
[What do you need]
•
•
•
•
•

You have a shown interest in a challenging but instructive assignment
You’d like to explore Machine Learning and stream processing techniques
o Using Spark, Python or Scala does not scare you at all
You know what ReactJS is, or are eager to learn
You like to learn about data visualization
You like to learn a heck of a lot on a relatively short period of time

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

Kevin Smeyers – Technical Lead Machine Learning

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spark Connect / Spark Streaming
Hadoop
Scala
Kafka
ReactJS
D3.js

IntroduceMe – Graphing LinkedIn
2-LINER description: Build a tool that enables our (sales) consultants to see how we can connect to a
certain customer, consultant or colleague.
[Description of the assignement]
• The idea from this project is to import linkedIn connections from our sales consultants and
then build a graph database using that data.
• Next build a tool using this graph database so that we can query fast and visually show how
we can link up with a colleague.
• We’d like to visualize network characteristics and so on…
[Goals]
• The project has to be built from conception through product with a UI deployed in the cloud,
using a graph database in order to make visualizations and do some basic data analysis.
• Ideally the network is synced realtime with a linkedin API and expose an API so that for
instance our employee advocacy tool can integrate with the application.
[What will you gain]
• You will learn to prototype and adjust minor errors
• You will learn real-time data captation and processing
• You will explore all kinds of possibilities of different sensors
• You will gain knowledge and experience in designing and producting a machine learning
solution
• That lovely feeling you’ll get knowing your product will in effect contribute to a neater trash
management system. It will effectively be used in our offices!
[What do you need?]
• Creativity and the will to succeed
• A motivated personality that can handle setbacks
• You see the bigger picture when it comes to making software and hardware work together
• You want to learn everything about real-time data and stream processing
• You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.
[Location of your assignment]
• Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich
[Your monitor]
• Kevin Smeyers – Technical lead machine learning ToThePoint
[Technologies you’ll be using]
• GraphQL
• Java
• Neo4j
• Other:
o Docker
o Vue.js
o …

KMeansK – Build a web visitors clustering pipeline using Kmeans Algorithm
2-LINER Description: Build a real-time data processing pipeline of webserver logs in which K-Means
clustering is used to categorize web visitors based on their behaviour and real-time visualization of
the clustering algorithm @ work.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•
•

Our ToThePoint website generates a fair amount of webserver logs. In these there is a
hidden treasure of information. To get a general idea on who our visitors are, we’d like to start
clustering the users in certain categories
This raw data will be captured and put into a Hadoop cluster. But at the same time we’d also
like to publish them as Kafka events so we can ‘investigate’ them by using stream processing
to check if our visitors can be categorized.
To accomplish this, we’re looking to develop a KMeans algorithm.
Before we can unleash a machine learning algorithm, we need to fine-tune the data by
implementing some pre-processing.
Once the pre-processing and actual processing (KMeans) is in place, we’d like this algorithm
to be visualized in real-time – because KMeans offers an excellent way to visualize the realtime data in a 2D environment to check for centroids and how they are moving. We’re looking
to build this using a ReactJS and D3.js.

[Goals]
•
•
•
•

Iteratively design and develop a machine learning model
Develop a data processing pipeline
o Pre-processing steps
o KMeans algorithm
Put your design into production
Build a real-time live visualization of the results

[What will you gain?]
• Learn how to design an end-to-end data processing pipeline
• AND put this in production
• Gain knowledge about steam processing
• Gain knowledge and experience in machine learning
• You will get to know Hadoop
• You will gain experience in powerful visualization libraries such as D3.js
• That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be effectively used in production
[What do you need]
•
•
•
•
•

You have a shown interest in a challenging but instructive assignment
You’d like to explore Machine Learning and stream processing techniques
o Using Spark, Python or Scala does not scare you at all
You know what ReactJS is, or are eager to learn
You like to learn about data visualization
You like to learn a heck of a lot on a relatively short period of time

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spark Connect / Spark Streaming
Hadoop
Scala
Kafka
ReactJS
D3.js

Machine Learning Constraint Solving – Employee Scheduling problem
2-LINER description: Build a constraint resolver in combination with a machine learning agent the
solve an advanced employee scheduling problem.
[Description of the assignment]
• Companies that schedule their work to be done in shifts, need to solve a common problem:
how can we schedule our workers in multiple shifts adhering a couple of constraints and
making sure all our shifts are filled in correctly.
• Hard constraints, e.g. an employee can only do max 2 consecutive nightshifts, are easy to
capture, but most of the time there are still multiple possibilities for the planning person to
choose from.
• The planning person has some soft constraints build trough experience in his head that he
will rely on to pick an ideal schedule among the suggested possibilities.
[Goal]
• The idea is to capture these soft constraints in a machine learning model and see if it can be
used to assist the planning person in making a better decision with minimal intervention.
• We would build up proof that it is possible and can be put into production.
• So basically, the project consists of the following tasks:
• implement a constraint solver for the hard constraints to solve a simple employee
scheduling problem.
• This results in a couple of possible solutions, which are then labelled using our
predefined soft constraints to generate data.
• A machine learning model will then be trained using that as input and as such
learning the soft constraints.
• Ultimate goal is then to combine the constraint solver and machine learning to
provide the best solution among all possible solutions.
[What will you gain]
• You will learn to prototype and adjust minor errors
• You will learn real-time data captation and processing
• You will explore all kinds of possibilities of different sensors
• You will gain knowledge and experience in designing and producting a machine learning
solution
• That lovely feeling you’ll get knowing your product will in effect contribute to a neater trash
management system. It will effectively be used in our offices!
[What do you need?]
• Creativity and the will to succeed
• A motivated personality that can handle setbacks
• You see the bigger picture when it comes to making software and hardware work together
• You want to learn everything about real-time data and stream processing
• You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.
[Location of your assignment]
• Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich
[Your monitor]
• Kevin Smeyers – Technical lead machine learning ToThePoint
[Technologies you’ll be using]
• Machine Learning
• Python/Java/Haskell/Prolog/…
• Knowledge representation
• Machine Learning framework (e.g. tensorflow, keras,h2o)
• Other:
o Docker
o Flask - Rest API

TelMi – Kids counting game
2-LINER description: Build an application for educational purposes for kids from 6 to 8 years old. The
application needs to recognize easy subtractions and summations shown by a kid’s hand.
[Description of the assignment]
• The kid shows to a camera a hand with 4 fingers, then makes the plus sign and then shows 2
fingers… the application should give feedback of the figures percepted by the system and
then give an answer.
• The children can then give a thumbs up or thumbs down sign to see if it is correct or not.
[Goals]
• The computer vision component has to be built-in into an application so that it can be easily
setup for demos at schools.
• Multiple extensions are possible.
[What will you gain]
• You’ll learn to prototype and adjust your product
• Capture and process relevant real-time data
• Explore the possibilities and limitations of sensors
• Gain knowledge and experience with designing and deploying a machine learning solution
• That lovely feeling you’ll get knowing your design will effectively be used in a real-life scenario
[What will you need?]
•
•
•
•
•

Creativity and the will to succeed
A motivated personality that can handle setbacks
You see the bigger picture when it comes to making software and hardware work together
You want to learn everything about real-time data and stream processing
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively limited time period.

[Location of your assignment]
• Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich
[Your monitor]
• Kevin Smeyers – Technical lead machine learning ToThePoint
[Technologies you’ll be using]
• Machine Learning, Computer vision
• OpenCV
• Java, Python,…
• Other:
o Docker
o Vue.js
o …

TrashBeat – Build a smart trashcan
2-LINER description: Design and develop a self-learning trashcan, bu using sensors and a backend
processing pipeline with machine learning, to create an intelligent and timely signal when it’s time to
be emptied.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•

•
•

[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•

In our ToThePoint offices of the Cronos campus, there are a lot of trash cans to keep
everything tidy.
We want to add sensors to the trashcans to collect data so an intelligent backend service can
signal in time when a certain trash can should ideally be emptied.
The ideal time to send out the signal is not necessarily when a certain capacity is exceeded.
Because for example: there is a difference between a trashcan that has only 30% capacity
left on Wednesday afternoon at 1PM or the same trashcan on Friday afternoon at 1PM –
because there are different usage scenario’s in place on both of these days.
One way to map the usage patterns is to define it in a deterministic manner. But to us it
seems more learnative (and more correct) to let the trashcans themselves learn to become
aware of their environment and the usage patterns surrounding it.
Your assignment is therefore twofold:
o Realize a hardware component (select and implement sensors and its
microcontrollers) so you can start measuring and collecting data to send it to the
processing backend
o Develop software to
§ Recognize patterns in the usage data and have it send out notifications
based on these patterns so the trashcans can be emptied in a smart point in
time.
Develop an IoT architecture with attention for bot hardware and software (such as energy
consumption and scalability of the processing software-side)
Develop a hardware prototype
Develop a backend business logic
Iteratively build a machine learning model to make smart calls about when it is or isn’t
necessary to initiate an emptying of the trashcan
Develop a visualization of progress

[What will you gain?]
•
•
•
•
•

You’ll learn to prototype and adjust your product
Capture and process relevant real-time data
Explore the possibilities and limitations of sensors
Gain knowledge and experience with designing and deploying a machine learning solution
That lovely feeling you’ll get knowing your design will effectively be used in a real-life scenario

[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creativity and the will to succeed
A motivated personality to keep pushing until you find the right solution
You’d love to see hardware and software working together
You love to explore real-time data and stream processing
You acknowledge that an exciting time is ahead with machine learning applications
You’re looking forward to learning a heck of a lot in a relatively short time period

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•
•
•
•

Microcontrollers
Cloud backend
Messaging infrastructuur
Spark en MLLib
ReactJS en D3.js

CheckPoint – Build a job happiness monitoring tool
2-LINER description: Design and develop a tool on which employees can indicate how satisfied they
are (e.g. on their current assignment, with their team, at their current project , etc.) so the general
manager and colleagues can have an overview of general happiness with the purpose of offering
support where necessary.
[Description of your assignment]
•
•
•
•

We value the happiness of our colleagues.
Consultancy work makes it challenge to get together in person. So this creates the necessity
for a tool that enables us to follow up on each other remotely.
We want you to create a tool that enables our colleagues to enter their current ‘mood’ so we
have an indication on when steps can be taken to improve the well-being of the workforce.
This should be a fun way to indicate the mood, preferably through a Slack-bot (our most
popular central communication platform)

[Goals]
•
•

Functional analysis
Technical implementation
o Development of a backend business logic
o Development of a reporting interface
o Create an API to access the data externally

[What will you gain?]
•
•
•

You will gain knowledge and experience with Slackbots and serverless Node.js (e.g.
webtask.io)
You will build a responsive webapp using a modern JavaScript framework
You will learn a lot in development of a REST api

[What do you need?]
•
•
•

Basic interest in JavaScript development, both front- and backend
Basic knowledge of JavaScript is a given
You want to learn a heck of lot in a relatively short period of time

[Location of the assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

Lars van Herk – OneDot Business Unit Manager / Tech Lead

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•

Webtask.io
Node.js
Angular / React / Vue.js
Express
Java (Spring Boot)

[FocalPoint – management of digital media]
2-LINER description: Design and develop a cloud-hosted web application for the management of
photo and video content, that is preferably also manageable by a cross-platform mobile app, with an
integrated gamification leaderboard.
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•
[Goals]
•
•
•
•
•

Our ToThePoint colleagues regularly take pictures or video clips of different work-related
aspects (a day in the life of…, brainstorm sessions, workshops, events, conferences, fairs,
meetups etc.)
We want to provide our communication team with this content as fast as possible so they can
start working their magic.
We would also like adding a gamification model that hands out rewards/karma to those who
have contributed the most impactful content. We’ll be hosting different competitions and
leaderboards to facilitate this, with its own rewards that go further than mere honor.
Your assignment will be the design and development of this application. You will also be
responsible of its visual design and usability that breaths “fun” so people will be eager to
contribute and play around with your app.
Functional analysis
Design of a responsive UI
Development of both backend and frontend following the self-contained systems architecture
(Take note of Stefan Tilkov’s talk about SCS on http://scs-architecture.org)
The creation of a continuous deployment pipeline
Deployment with Docker on a Google Cloud-hosted Kubernetes cluster

[What will you gain?]
•
•
•
•

You will experience how to design, develop and put in production an end-to-end enterprisegrade production-ready web application.
You will gain knowledge and experience in Docker
Real-world knowledge about and experience with Kubernetes and Google Cloud
That lovely feeling you get knowing your design will be used in production

[What do you need?]
•
•
•
•

You have an interest in a real-world challenge within a next-level microservices environment
You have basic knowledge of Java and have an eagerness to learn Spring Boot (from us)
You are curious to use Vue.JS to build a responsive UI with
You can’t wait to learn a heck of a lot in a relative limited time period.

[Location of the assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

[Lars Van Herk – Business Unit Manager OneDot

[Technologies you will be using]
•
•
•
•
•

Java
Spring Boot
Vue.js
• PWA’s
• Service Workers
Docker
Kubernetes

HashiScope – Realtime interactive display of a Nomad cluster
2-LINER description: Design and develop a real-time interactive visualisation of a Nomad Cluster that
will be used as an operational monitoring tool.
[Description of the assignment]
•

•
•

“HashiCorp Nomad is a tool for managing a cluster of machines and running applications on
them. Nomad abstracts away machines and the location of applications, and instead enables
users to declare what they want to run and Nomad handles where they should run and how to
run them.”
To ease the operational work, we’ll need to a develop a real-time interactive visualization of
the many components of a Nomad Cluster
Using the existing Nomad REST API, we’ll need to visualize the real-time high-level overview
of all the nodes and their current workloads. Next up we’ll add more detailed data such as
metrics, tags and metadata, … so we can make the whole cluster more interactive and make
it so that an admin can execute certain actions through the tool (e.g. Check up on logs, restart
certain jobs, …)

[Goals]
•
•

Functional analysis: what can be shown and in which way?
Technical implementation:
o Development of a UI (using an existing Nomad API)
o If necessary: develop a backend to offer even more data

[What will you gain?]
•
•

You’ll start using HashiCorp toolsuite applications such as Consul, Nomad, …
You’ll have an instructive experience in developing a frontend application using an existing
API

[What do you need?]
•
•
•

General interest in Javascript applications using frameworks such as Vue.js, D3.js,…
A creative mindset when it comes to visualisations
The eagerness to learn a heck of a lot in a relatively short period in time

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

Johan Siebens – Business unit manager OnTheSpot

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•

HashiCorp Consul/Nomad
Javascripts frameworks zoals Vue.js, D3.js, ...

Kubernetes Operators – and exploratory assignment
2-LINER Description: Explore all aspects of Kubernetes by building a few Kubernetes Operators
(applications that allow you to manage complex workloads)
Description of the assignment
•

•
•

Kubernetes, an open source orchestrator, is a popular choice for managing containerized
applications. Using a multitude of basic components of Kubernetes (such as Services and
Deployments) it is fairly easy to deploy stateless aplications (web applications, API services, …)
and dynamically scale and even upgrade them.
Running more statefull applications (such as caches, databases, …) can be more complex and
this calls for some basic knowledge about the application domains so it is managed correctly.
Within the Kubernetes-community, this domain specific knowledge is mostly implemented in a socalled ‘Operator’ that enlarges the Kubernetes API with Custom Resource Definitions on which
users can configure and mange applications.

[Goals]
•
•

Research the many available Operator SDK (e.g. Kubebuilder, The Operator Framework, …)
Implement one or more of these Operators for a more complex, statefull application such as
• RabbitMQ
• Concourse CI
• Locust: Distributed Load Testing Framework
• Blinkt! LED Operator op een Raspberry Pi Kubernetes Cluster

[What will you gain?]
•
•

Knowledge and experience using Golang (a popular programming language)
You will gain knowledge and experience in Kubernetes and many more advanced components

[What do you need?]
•
•
•

A general interest in backend develomment
Basic knowledge in Golang is a plus
An eagerness to explore the Kubernetes world in a relatively short period of time

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your mentor]
•

Johan Siebens – Business unit manager OnTheSpot

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•

Golang
Docker

SensorPoint – Build a platform to visualize and interpret IoT data
2-LINER Description: Design and develop a platform to collect/visualize/interpret real-time sensor
data such as temperature, humidity, … using Amazon IoT and/or Google Cloud IoT Core
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•
•

Sensors are already implemented in our physical world to check up on many parameters
(such as temperature, pressure, sound volume, humidity, …)
This bridges the physical world and the internet.
By the manyfold of sensors and the measuring of many parameters there is a large quantity
of data produced that can be interpreted so that correct decisions can be made.
Your assignment will be the building of a descent infrastructure to capture, visualize and
interpret data using a cloud environment such as Amazon IoT and/or Google Cloud IoT Core

[Goals]
• Functional analysis
• Technical implementation
• Develop certain IoT sensors
• Implement the platform using either Amazon IoT and/or Google Cloud IoT Core
[What will you gain]
• You’ll gain experience in managing large quantities of data
• You’ll explore certain public cloud providers such as Amazon and Google Cloud
• You’ll learn to combine IoT with a cloud environment
[What do you need?]
•

IoT, sensor, Raspberry Pi are terms you’re familiar with

[Location of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Mentor]
•

Johan Siebens – Business unit manager OnTheSpot

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•
•
•
•

Raspberry Pi
Arduino
Python
Google Cloud IoT Core
Amazon IoT

SpotOps – Kubernetes learning platform
2-LINER description: Design and develop an interactive learning platform for Kubernetes Engineers
[Description of the assignment]
•

•

Your assignment entails the design and development of an interactive learning platform for
Kubernetes Engineers. This platform will be used for both newcomers (that wish to learn the
basics) as experts that wish to challenge the status quo with more complex operational tasks.
Besides the administrative side (such as the design of the challenges, validating solutions,
etc.) there will also be the gamification aspect of it all (e.g. the creation of leaderboards to
check how fast an engineer has finished certain tasks)
You will enable multiple engineers to use the platform simultaneously by dynamically starting
a multitude of Kubernetes clusters. You are free to use a multitude of cloud providers.

[Goals]
•
•

Functional analysis
Technical implementation
• Build a frontend with backend applications
• Automatically start/abort a Kubernetes Cluster

[What will you gain?]
•
•

You will explore several public cloud providers such as Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud
or Microsoft Azure
You will discover the wonderful world of Kubernetes

[What do you need?]
•
•
•

You’re not affraid of a real challenge.
You can show interest, innovation and guts to build a complex application
You have a healthy interest in containers and Kubernetes

[Loation of your assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

[Your monitor]
• Johan Siebens – OnTheSpot Business Unit Manager / Tech Lead
[Techonologies you will be using]
• Java, Spring Boot
• Javascript, Vue.js
• Kuberentes
• Docker

Spring Boot meets HashiStack
2-LINER Description: Build a robust Spring Boot application platform using the HashiCorp toolsuite
according to the Infrastructure-as-code principles (including monitoring run-time metrics)
[Description of the assignment]
• Spring Boot at this point is one of the most popular frameworks to develop Java
microservices
• The Spring Boot framework also provides integrations with many tools of HashiCorp, that
enable builds and deployment of so-called Cloud-Native applications.
• We’d like to combine Spring Boot and the HashiCorp toolsuite by building a platform on which
developers can start up Spring Boot applications easily with the goal of enabling operators to
easily gain insights on the health of these applications.
[Goals]
• Define and implement a Production-readiness requirement for a Spring Boot applications
o Learn the principles of Infastructure-as-code with tools such as Terraform, Ansible,
Cheft, ….
o Install these tools in a so-called HashiStack (Consul-Nomad-Vault) on on or more
cloud providers (e.g. Google Cloud Platform, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft
Azure, …)
o Research and install a central logging system (e.g. ElasticSearch-Logstash-Kibana,
…)
o Research and install a central monitoring system (e.g. Prometheus, InfluxDB,
Grafana, …)
o Reasearch and install a distributed tracing system (e.g. Zipkin)
o Demonstrate your setup with a Spring Boot microservice architecture
[What will you gain?]
• You’ll learn to work with a framework such as Spring Boot
• You’ll experience what a production environment for a Spring Boot application entails
• You’ll get a taste of one or more cloud providers
• You’ll be an expert at Infrastructure-as-a-code
[What do you need?]
• Basic Linux knowledge
• Knowledge of Java and basic Spring Boot is a plus
[Location of the assignment]
•

Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich

Your mentor:
•

Johan Siebens – Business unit manager OnTheSpot

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HashiCorp Consul
HashiCorp Nomad
HashiCorp Vault
HashiCorp Terraform
Ansible, Chef, Puppet
ELK, ...
Prometheus, InfluxDB, Grafana, …
Zipkin, OpenTracing, ...

TetrinetClient – Build a tetrinet client
2-LINER description: Design and develop a Tetrinet Client that is compatible with the current
ToThePoint Tetrinet Server and additionally add more/new game-aspects to it
[Description of the assignment]
•
•
•
•

A lot of our Pointers are fans of Tetrinet (a multiplayer Tetris variant). One of us was so
obsessed that he started developing his own Tetrinet Server.
What once started as a fun-project has now grown to a veritable server with features such as
single-player challenges, many game types, badges, … and this is all compatible with old
clients from 1997.
Now that we have this server, we’re only lacking our own client implementation.
Your assignment will be the design and development of a new modern client that meets the
needs of the current Tetrinet protocol. Afterwards, both the server as the client can be
expanded with new game-aspects.

[Goals]
• Functional analysis and design of a Tetrinet Client
• Technical implementation of a Tetrinet Client according to the existing protocol
• Adding new game-aspects in both client and server
[What will you gain?]
• You’ll gain experience and knowledge in Javascript frameworks such as Phaser.io and Pix.js
• You’ll learn to build a UI on an existing backend application
• You’ll experience working on an existing codebase
[What do you need?]
• Basic knowledge of Javascript. Knowledge of Phaser.io and/or pixjs is a plus
• Basic knowledge of Java
• Of course you have experience in playing Tetris
[Location of the assignment]
• Veldkant 33B, 2550 Kontich
[Your Mentor]
•
•

Lars Van Herk – OneDot Business Unit Manager / Tech Lead
Johan Siebens - OnTheSpot Business Unit Manager / Tech Lead vd Tetrinet Server

[Technologies you’ll be using]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Javascript
Phaser.io
Pixijs
Java
Spring Boot
Akka

